Vision-and-Language Navigation (VLN) is a challenging task in which an agent needs to follow a languagespecified path to reach a target destination. In this paper, we strive for the creation of an agent able to tackle three key issues: multi-modality, long-term dependencies, and adaptability towards different locomotive settings. To that end, we devise "Perceive, Transform, and Act" (PTA): a fully-attentive VLN architecture that leaves the recurrent approach behind and the first Transformer-like architecture incorporating three different modalities -natural language, images, and discrete actions for the agent control. In particular, we adopt an early fusion strategy to merge lingual and visual information efficiently in our encoder. We then propose to refine the decoding phase with a late fusion extension between the agent's history of actions and the perception modalities. We experimentally validate our model on two datasets and two different action settings. PTA surpasses previous state-of-the-art architectures for low-level VLN on R2R and achieves the first place for both setups in the recently proposed R4R benchmark. Our code is publicly available at https://github.com/ aimagelab/perceive-transform-and-act.
Introduction
Moving from place to place is supposed to be "physical" whereas perceiving is supposed to be "mental", but this dichotomy is misleading. Locomotion is guided by visual perception. Not only does it depend on perception but perception depends on locomotion.
The Ecological Approach to Visual Perception James J. Gibson
Effective instruction-following and contextual decisionmaking can open the door to a new world for researchers in embodied AI. Deep neural networks have the potential to build complex reasoning rules that enable the creation of intelligent agents, and research on this subject could also help Traditional approaches to VLN build upon recurrent neural networks to model long-term dependencies among the three modalities involved -text, images, and actions. Instead, our PTA architecture is entirely based on attention and adapts to multi-modal tasks by design.
to empower the next generation of collaborative robots. In this scenario, Vision-and-Language Navigation (VLN) [3] plays a significant part in current research. This task requires to follow natural language instructions through unknown environments, discovering the correspondences between lingual and visual perception step by step. Additionally, the agent needs to progressively adjust navigation in light of the history of past actions and explored areas. Even a small error while planning the next move can lead to failure because perception and actions are unavoidably entangled; indeed, we must perceive in order to move, but we must also move in order to perceive [19] . For this reason, the agent can succeed in this task only by efficiently combining the three modalities -language, vision, and actions. In this paper, we propose to exploit fully-attentive networks to merge the knowledge coming from different domains. Encouraged by recent work on fully-attentive networks [39] , we devise Perceive, Transform, and Act (PTA), a novel architecture for VLN in which the different modalities are free to be conditioned on the full history of previous actions. Figure 1 depicts the main elements of novelty in our architecture. While previous approaches rely on a recurrent policy to track the agent's internal status through time [3, 41, 28] , we directly infer the state from the observations via attention and avoid the critical back-propagation through time. For this reason, our agent can model the dependencies tied to navigation more efficiently and generalize to longer episodes better than other models.
Another challenge is represented by the agent adaptability to real-world applications. Recent literature identifies two main operating settings for VLN, called lowlevel action space and high-level action space [25] . Lowlevel methods make predictions over an output space of known dimension, which corresponds to the agent locomotor system -rotate X
• , tilt up/down, and step forward are examples of low-level actions. The concept of a highlevel, panoramic action space was first proposed by Fried et al. [16] : differently from the low-level output space, it aims to predict the path to the goal without decoding the sequence of atomic actions explicitly. In this setting, the agent can move inside the environment using a teleporting system. We believe that this aspect limits adaptability to real-world applications, and for this reason we design our model for low-level use. Besides, we provide technical details describing how PTA can be adapted to work in both setups, and experimentally validate its flexibility.
We summarize our main contributions as follows:
• We propose a novel multi-modal framework for VLN that replaces back-propagation through time with attention mechanisms, using them to tackle both longterm dependencies and multi-modality; • To the best of our knowledge, our model is the first Transformer-like architecture to merge three different modalities; • Experimental results show that PTA achieves state-ofthe-art performance on low-level VLN. This setting is close to real-world applications and requires to decode fine-grained atomic actions; • We provide technical details describing how it is possible to switch from a low-level locomotor system to a high-level output space. Experimental results on this subject are the first to analyze the mutual relationships between low-level and high-level VLN.
Related Work
Vision-and-Language Navigation. There is a wide area of research devoted to bridge natural language processing and image understanding. Image captioning [40, 45, 2] , visual question answering [5, 20] , and visual dialog [12, 13] are examples of active research areas in this field. At the same time, visual navigation [44, 21, 33] and goal-oriented instruction following [31, 17, 9] represent an important part of current work on embodied AI [11, 10, 46, 32] .
In this context, Vision-and-Language Navigation (VLN) [3] constitutes a peculiar challenge, as it enriches traditional navigation with a set of visually rich environments and detailed instructions. Additionally, all the scenes are photo-realistic and unknown to the agent beforehand. Previous work on this topic includes model-free and model-based reinforcement learning [42] , dynamic convolution [25] , visual and textual co-grounding with progress inference [27] and backtracking with learned heuristics [28] . Other methods implement pragmatic inference via a speaker module which strengthens consistency between the chosen path and the corresponding instruction [16, 41] . Finally, Wang et al. [41] propose a reinforced cross-modal matching critic, together with a new self-supervised imitation learning setting to improve the generalization in unseen environments.
Recently proposed benchmarks and new evaluation metrics [23] show that traditional approaches hardly adapt to longer trajectories. Indeed, the recurrent nature of previous methods exacerbates the difficulty of learning long-term dependencies [6] both in the instruction and in the navigation. Attention Networks. The understanding and generation of language and sequences have traditionally been addressed either with recurrent [37] or convolutional [18, 4] architectures. Fully attentive models, in which recurrent relations are replaced with self and cross-attention, have recently become the dominant approach in language understanding tasks, with architectures like the Transformer [39] and BERT [15] . As a consequence, there is a growing interest in the use of fully-attentive models in visual and multimodal tasks, like video understanding [36] , cross-modal retrieval [34] and image captioning [26] . Our proposal is the first to employ a fully-attentive architecture for VLN and integrates vision, language, and action using cross-attention operations.
Multi-Modal Attention Networks
Our goal is to navigate unseen indoor environments with the only help of natural language instructions and egocentric visual observations. To merge multi-modal knowledge coming from the environment, we devise a two-stage encoder which exploits both temporal and spatial attention. At each time step, the agent selects a move to progress towards the goal. To that end, we fuse contextual information with the history of actions via attention and build a multimodal decoder which merges the three modalities: actions, images, and text. We then decode a probability distribution over a low-level output space in which possible actions are atomic moves like turn or step ahead. After a first phase in which we train the agent with classical imitation learning, we implement an extrinsic reward function to promote coherence between ground-truth and predicted trajectories. Our architecture is depicted in Fig. 2 and detailed next.
Architecture
In this section, we provide architectural details of our fully-attentive model for VLN. Cross-attention allows for a more efficient cross-modal matching of contextual information, while self-attention can model temporal relationships and can release from the use of a recurrent policy. We are the first, to the best of our knowledge, to build a VLN architecture without recurrence. Each component of our model is end-to-end trainable.
Two-stage Encoder
At the beginning of each navigation episode, the agent receives a natural language instruction {w 0 , w 1 , . . . , w n−1 } of variable length n. The agent also perceives a panoramic 360
• image of the surroundings I t at each timestep t. Our encoder consists of a single branch for each modality: text and images, and then employs attention to create a fused representation which specifically models the relevance of the source instruction into the visual observation. Instruction Encoding. To encode the textual instruction, we employ an attention mechanism with multiple heads, followed by a feed-forward network. As a first step, we filter stop words and apply GloVe embeddings [30] to obtain a meaningful representation for each word. We then apply the following transformation:
where X is the GloVe embedding for the natural language instruction, W x and q x are learnable parameters, LayerNorm(·) stands for layer normalization and PE(·) are sinusoidal positional encodings [39] . At this point we use multi-head attention to create a representation that models temporal dependencies inside the instruction. Multi-head attention is defined as:
where W * i are learned weights matrices and:
The attention mechanism described by Eq. 3 computes a weighted sum of the Values (V ) basing on the similarity between the Keys and the Queries (K and Q). When the same source sequence (X in this case) is employed to model the (Q, K, V ) triplet of Eq. 2, then the attention operation takes the name of self-attention.
Following the attention layer, we place a feed-forward multilayer perceptron: Figure 2 : Overview of our approach. Our attention-based architecture for VLN builds upon three main blocks: an instruction encoder, an image encoder, and a multi-modal decoder. For sake of clarity, we omit residual connections and layer normalization after each block.
At the end of this step, we obtain an attended representationX = {x 0 ,x 1 , . . . ,x n−1 } for the current instruction that we use both during image encoding and in our multimodal decoder. Image Encoding. As a first step, we discretize the 360
• panoramic image of the surroundings in 36 squared locations and we extract the corresponding visual features with a ResNet-152 [22] trained on ImageNet [14] . Each viewpoint covers 30
• in the equirectangular image representing the agent surroundings, hence the image representation takes the form of a 3 × 12 grid. We then project visual features with a transformation similar to Eq. 1, but instead of using sinusoidal positional encodings, we append a coordinate vector given by:
where
are the heading and elevation angles for each viewpoint in the 3×12 grid relative to the agent position at timestep t. We then apply multi-head self-attention according to Eq. 2 to help modeling concepts such as relative positions between objects.
After this step, we aim to create an image representation which depends from the textual concepts expressed by the attended instructionX. We use cross-attention to achieve this goal, and employX as keys and values for multi-head attention (Eq. 2). Finally, a feed-forward network as in Eq. 4 is applied to obtain the attended visual observationĨ t .
Multi-modal Decoder
Our decoder predicts the next action to perform in a lowlevel action space, meaning that our agent can choose among the following instructions: turn right/left 30
• , tilt up/down, step forward, and end episode -to signal that it has reached the goal. Contextual History for Action Decoding. The first part of our decoder takes into account the history of past actions. While previous methods employ a recurrent neural network to keep track of previous steps, we explicitly model H t = {a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a t−1 } as the set of actions performed before the current timestep t. Note that a 0 coincides with the <start> token. We add sinusoidal positional encoding to provide temporal information and apply multi-head self-attention to obtain an attended history representatioñ H t = {ã 0 ,ã 1 , . . . ,ã t−1 }. Late Fusion of Perception and Action. At this point,H t contains the relevant information regarding the action history of the navigation episode. However, this information must be enriched with the perception coming from the environment. We merge textual and visual information withH t via attention, allowing mutual influence between perception and motion. We build two branches of multi-head crossattention accepting respectivelyX andĨ t as key/value pairs and usingH t as query. After this step, we concatenate the two representations and apply a FFN to obtain the output sequence whose last element corresponds toã t . Action Selection. To select the next low-level action, we project the final representationã t in a six-dimensional space corresponding with the agent locomotor space containing the following actions: turn right/left 30
• , tilt up/down, step forward, and end episode. The output probability distribution over the action space can therefore be written as:
where W p and b p are learned parameters. During training, we sample the next action to perform a t from p t , while we select a t = argmax(p t ) during evaluation and test.
Training
Our training setup includes two distinct objective functions. The first estimates the policy by imitation learning, while the second enforces similarity between the groundtruth and predicted trajectories via reinforcement learning. Imitation Learning. To approximate a good policy, we first train our agent using strong supervision. At each timestep t, the simulator outputs the ground-truth action y t . In the lowlevel setup, the ground-truth action is the one that allows getting to the next target viewpoint in the minimum amount of steps. We aim to minimize the following objective function:
where y t is the one-hot encoding for y t and the sum is intended over the t timesteps of a navigation episode. Extrinsic Reward. After a first training phase with supervised learning, we finetune our agent using an extrinsic reward function. Recently, Magalhaes et al. [29] propose to employ Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [7] to evaluate the trajectories performed by navigation agents. In particular, they define the normalized Dynamic Time Warping (nDTW) as:
where R and Q are respectively the reference and the query paths, |R| is the length of the reference path, and d th is the success threshold distance. At each navigation step t, the agent receives a reward equal to the gain in terms of nDTW:
Additionally, we give an episode-level reward to the agent if it terminates the navigation within a success threshold distance d th from the goal, given by
, where d goal is the final distance between the agent and the target. We can write our final reinforcement learning objective function as:
Based on REINFORCE algorithm [43] , we derive the gradient of our reward-based objective as:
4. Low-level and High-Level Navigation
The last section describes our approach to low-level VLN. Here, we discuss the main technical differences with the high-level counterpart and explain how PTA can switch from one setting to the other. Differently from the low-level architectures, a high-level method aims to predict the next node to traverse in the navigation graph, as physical navigation takes place with a teleport mechanism (Fig. 3) . The choice at time step t is done with a similarity measure between the agent internal state s t and the appearance vector for the navigable locations v t . This similarity function is normally mapped into a bilinear dot-product:
where f (·) and g(·) are generic transformations. In principle, it is possible to substitute the final softmax classifier of a low-level architecture (Eq. 6) with Eq. 12 and change the corresponding action space. According to this observation, we can swap the action space of our model to test its adaptability to different navigation settings. While traditional approaches start from the hidden state of the recurrent policy to estimate the agent's internal state s t , we directly derive it fromã t :
where W s and b s are learned parameters. As v t , we select the unattended visual features augmented with the coordinate vector described by Eq. 5, and apply the following transformation:
where W v and b v are learned parameters. In our architecture,ã t can fit to represent any kind of information about the current navigation. This is because it can draw knowledge from the perceptual modalities and the history of past actions directly and without the bottleneck represented by a recurrent network. Our experiments on this subject (Sec. 5.3) show that our architecture stands out from the literature in terms of adaptability.
Experiments and Discussion

Experimental Setup
Datasets. In our experiments, we primarily test our architecture on the R2R dataset for VLN [3] . This dataset builds on the Matterport3D dataset of spaces [8] , which contains complete scans of 90 different buildings. The visual data is enriched with more than 7 000 navigation paths and 21 000 natural language instructions. The episodes are divided into a training set, two validation splits (validation-seen, with environments that the agent has already seen during training, and validation-unseen, containing only unexplored buildings) and a test set. The testing phase takes place in previously unseen environments and is accessible via a testserver with a public leaderboard. While the instructions in R2R are quite long and complex (about 29 words on average), navigation episodes usually involve a limited number of steps -max 6 steps for high-level action space and max 23 steps for the low-level setup. In the R4R dataset [23] , Jain et al. merge the paths in R2R to create a more complex and challenging setup. Episodes become considerably longer, pushing the traditional approaches to their limits and testing their generalizability to arbitrary long instructions and more complex trajectories.
Evaluation Metrics. In line with previous literature, we mainly focus on four metrics. NE (Navigation Error) measures the mean distance from the goal and the stop point. SR (Success Rate) is the fraction of episodes concluded within a threshold distance from the target -3 meters for all of the previous papers on the subject. OSR (Oracle SR) represents the SR that the agent would achieve if it received an oracle stop signal when passing within the threshold distance from the goal, while SPL (SR weighted by inverse Path Length) penalizes navigation episodes that deviate from the shortest path to the goal. SPL is accredited to be the most reliable metric on the R2R dataset [1] , as it strongly penalizes exhaustive exploration and search methods like beam search. Recently, Jain et al. [23] propose to use Coverage weighted by Length Score (CLS) to replace SR for generic navigation trajectories, as this metric is also sensitive to intermediate nodes in the reference path. Additionally, Magalhaes et al. [29] propose Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) and derived metrics (Normalized DTW and Success weighted by normalized DTW) to measure the similarity between reference and predicted paths. These three last metrics are more meaningful on the R4R dataset than SR and SPL [23] .
Implementation Details. In each component of our model, we project the input features into a 512-dimensional space. For multi-head attention, we employ 8 heads. The internal representation of feed-forward networks has size 2048. After each sub-module, we add a residual connection followed by layer normalization. We also apply dropout [35] with drop probability p = 0.1 after each linear layer. During training, we use Adam optimizer [24] with learning rate 10 −4 , we set the batch size to 32 and reduce the learning rate by a factor 10 if the SPL on the validation unseen split does not improve for 5 consecutive epochs. We stop the training after 30 epochs without improvement on the same metric. When finetuning using REINFORCE, we set the initial learning rate to 10 −7 .
Validation-Seen
Validation-Unseen Table 1 : Ablation study proving the effectiveness of our main modules. We also show that our model can be initialized using synthethic data augmentation and then finetuned with a limited set of refined data. Adding an extrinsic reward function further improves the performance in the final model.
Ablation Study
In our ablation study, we experimentally validate the importance of each module in our architecture. First, we ablate multi-modality in our decoder and we do not apply late fusion before decoding the next action. In a second experiment, we remove cross-attention between visual and lingual information in the encoder. If the early fusion mechanism plays an important role, we expect that the multi-modal decoder will not be able to compensate for the loss of this component. Finally, we show the impact of synthetic data augmentation [16] and the role of finetuning with REIN-FORCE. Results are shown in Table 1 and discussed below. Multi-modal Decoder. In our first ablation study, we use only one of the two decoder branches at the time, and we do not perform late fusion between lingual and visuallygrounded information. When removing the textual branch (Table 1 , line 3), our agent performs worse on unseen environments, hence losing potential in terms of generalization. When removing the visual modality, our PTA agent is blinded and can only count on the natural language instruction. This setup leads to success only when the instruction does not involve references to objects or visual properties of the environment -a nearly empty subset of the dataset. Indeed, the metrics for our blind agent are extremely low, and they do not vary between seen and unseen environments ( Table 1 , line 4). This result is meaningful in light of recent studies proving that some single-modality agents perform better than their multi-modal version by removing the visual perception and overfitting on dataset biases [38] . Early fusion of textual and visual perception. As a second experiment, we remove the early fusion mechanism, namely the cross-attention layer, to check its contribution. If this fusion layer is redundant, we expect that the late fusion stage will compensate for the loss. Instead, we experience a drop in performance: −20% and −12% in SPL respectively in seen and unseen environments (Table 1, line 5). We thus prove the importance of early textual and visual fusion in our architecture for VLN. Data augmentation. In line with previous literature, we Table 2 : Results on the R2R test server. We chose the best version of each model basing on SPL, hence excluding the use of graph search methods that are unfeasible in real-world applications -like beam search.
find the use of additional synthetic instructions useful to initialize our agent. The synthetic training set was provided by Fried et al. [16] using a Speaker module. After a first training with the full set of instructions (synthetic and humangenerated), we finetune using only the original R2R train set. Results are reported in Table 1 , line 6. Extrinsic reward. While imitation learning allows approximating a good policy, there is still room for improvement via reinforcement learning. Wang et al. [41] were the first to use REINFORCE in the context of VLN to refine their navigation policy based on cross-modal matching. In line with them, we find REINFORCE beneficial for our model: our final agent sticks more closely to the reference trajectory and penalizes overlong navigations (Table 1 , line 7).
Results on R2R
In our experiments on the R2R dataset [3] , we test the ability of our agent to navigate unseen environments in light of previously unseen natural language instructions. The main test-bed for this experiment is represented by the R2R Table 3 : Results on the R2R validation splits for high-level methods. '*' denotes a method built for low-level use and then adapted by changing the final classifier. Even though PTA was designed as a low-level architecture, it overcomes all the previous approaches in terms of SPL in already seen environment. Metrics with '-' were not reported in the original papers.
evaluation leaderboard, which is publicly available online.
Comparison with SOTA. In Table 2 , we report our results on the R2R test set, together with the results achieved by other state-of-the-art architectures on VLN. Since we operate in the low-level action space, we are directly comparable with the sequence-to-sequence baseline proposed by Anderson et al. [3] , with the RPA model using a mixture of model-free and model-based reinforcement learning [42] , and with the recurrent architecture with dynamic convolutional filters proposed by [25] . Our method overcomes the state-of-the-art on low-level VLN by a large margin (5% in terms of SPL and SR).When comparing PTA with highlevel methods, we surprisingly find out that it performs better than most state-of-the-art architectures in terms of SPL. Notably, we achieve this result without making any assumption on the underlying simulating platform and decoding a longer sequence of atomic moves, instead of target viewpoints. Moreover, the two architectures achieving higher SPL can count on additional modules that are not present in our method: RCM [41] performs a self-supervised imitation learning phase on the training buildings, while the Regretful agent [28] counts on a rollback module to return in a previous state at need. While these two modules are effective for high-level VLN, their generalizability to a low-level setup, closer to real-world application, is yet to be tested. Switching from Low-level to High-level. Our second experiment on R2R aims to test whether it is possible to switch between the low-level and the high-level action spaces without losing in terms of performance. In principle, changing the final classifier as described in Section 4 should let the agent learn the correspondence between atomic actions and navigable viewpoints transparently. In practice, we find out that architectural choices that strongly help VLN in one setting often end up hindering the other setup. As a result, current methods display different behaviors in terms of metrics depending on the adopted action space (see Figure 4) . We believe that this response is mainly due to the fact that these architectures handle long-term dependencies and multi-modality separately. Instead, PTA integrates and tackles these two problems jointly using attention mechanisms. This peculiarity leaves more room for flexibility at the network end interface -the action space in this case.
The plots in Figure 4 show that our model exhibits far greater flexibility to the final action space than other architectures. We compare with a recurrent architecture exploiting dynamic convolution [25] from the low-level category, and with the Speaker-Follower [16] from the other setup. To conduct this experiment we adjust the code from [25] , which is publicly available online, and report the results in the paper for [16] . We choose the Speaker-Follower because it is a flexible framework by design, and we believe it is the most suitable model among its high-level peers for this comparison.
In Table 3 we detail the full set of metrics obtained using PTA with the high-level classifier described in Section 4, instead of a low-level control system. Without further refinements, our architecture achieves comparable or even better results than fully tailored models. PTA achieves state-ofthe-art results on the validation-seen split in terms of SPL.
Qualitative Results. In Fig. 5 , we report a qualitative result from the R2R val-unseen set. Notably, PTA is able to ground concepts such as "the second doorway on your left" and terminates the navigation episode successfully. Since our agent operates in a low-level setup, it needs to orientate towards the next viewpoint before stepping ahead, making the decoding phase more challenging. Table 4 : Results on the R4R validation splits. Our model is the new state-of-the-art on the two splits in both of its versions -low-level and high-level. Note that, since the trajectories can bind and return on the agent previous steps, CLS and nDTW are the more indicative metrics. Metrics with '-' were not reported in the original papers. 
Results on R4R
R4R [23] builds upon R2R and aims to provide an even more challenging setting for embodied navigation agents. While navigation in R2R is usually direct and takes the shortest path between the starting position and the goal viewpoint, trajectories in R4R may bend and return on the agent's previous steps. This change calls for adaptation in evaluation metrics: SPL and SR are now less indicative because the agent might stop close the goal in the first half of the navigation and still fail to complete the second part. In this sense, an important role is played by recently proposed metrics: CLS [23] and nDTW [29] take into account the agent's steps and are sensitive to intermediate errors in the navigation path. For this reason, these last metrics are more meaningful when evaluating navigation agents on R4R.
Comparison with SOTA. In this experiment, we compare PTA with other state-of-the-art architectures for VLN and report the results in Table 4. In the low-level setup, we compare to the recurrent architecture with dynamic convolution proposed by Landi et al. [25] . Results show that our approach performs better on all of the main metrics. In particular, a lower NE and a higher CLS indicate that our agent tends to get closer to the goal while sticking to the natural language instruction better than [25] . We also report the results obtained by our model incorporating the high-level decision space. We compare with Speaker-Follower [16] and RCM [41] , as implemented in [23] . PTA performs better than its high-level competitors on the majority of the metrics. Notably, the higher CLS score shows that PTA can generally select a path that follows the instruction better than the competitors. When considering the reference metrics proposed for R4R [23] , our architecture achieves the best results on both the setups, being the new state-of-theart for VLN on this challenging dataset.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented Perceive, Transform, and Act (PTA), the first fully-attentive model for the VLN task. Different from other methods that model cross-modal fusion and action selection in separate building blocks, we are able to achieve inter-dependency between perception and action by design. Our architectural choices allow for a significant boost in performance, making PTA the new state-of-the-art on the low-level setting of VLN. When testing on the recently proposed R4R dataset, PTA achieves state-of-the-art results in both the setups. Besides, we prove that our agent naturally adapts to the other action space, while previous methods suffer from low flexibility.
